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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the large number of papers on the stability analysis of interconnected 
systems which have been published these ten years, actual stability 
criterions have been most frequently derived on the basis of M-matrices. 
However, the application of M-matrices in both I-O stability analysis and 
vector lyapunov function approach for composite systems resticts the con- 
nections of subsystems to those satisfying linear estimations uch as 
(1) 
where ui, yi are the input and output of subsystem Si and gjj are some 
positive constants. Although there have been presented several 
modifications especially in the vector lyapunov function approach, these 
are fundamental difficulties in such approaches. 
The author presented an attempt to improve these restictions with the 
aid of differential inequalities with M-functions on the right-hand sides [ 11. 
That method was applicable to systems of nonlinear interconnection 
including time-varying delays between subsystems or subsystems them- 
selves. Though, in that approach the differential inequalities constructed 
from comparison functions of subsystems were necessary to have differen- 
tiable right-hand sides and unbounded invariant sets from above, which 
were fairly strong restrictions. In this paper, methods to remove these 
restrictions are considered with the basic study on M-functions and dif- 
ferential inequalities or equations with off-diagonally monotone right-hand 
sides. 
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2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
In this section several notations and terminology, mostly equivalent to 
those of the previous paper, are presented. 
x”, Y” are open region in R”. Usually xi, yi are elements of x”, Y”’ and 
xi, y, denote ith orjth components of x, y, respectively. For x E R” notation 
x(l), x (2) denote vectors with components consisting of x. x(l), xC2) have no 
common components and x(l) E R”‘, x(*) E R”’ n, + n, = n. For convenience 
sake we write this relation as x= (x”‘, xi*;), although x and X(/~‘S are 
usually column vectors and should be written as x = (x”“, xC2)‘)‘. Further- 
more x(‘) is not necessarily consisted of the first n, components of x. The 
way to decompose x into (x(r), x’~‘), and also dimensions of these vectors 
differ by cases. We call x(‘), x(*) subvectors of x. For .x(j) further decom- 
position x(.~.‘) can be considered. 
R”+ means a region, 
R”+ = {xIxER”, x>O}. 
R mm+ is defined by replacing x > 0 by x 2 0 in the above definition. 
Inequality between vectors implies every pair of components of these vec- 
tors satisfies this inequality. For a set x”, inequality y> X” means y 
satisfies y > x for all elements x of X”. 
Rectangular region P means an open region defined for constant vec- 
tors a, b E R” such that, 
x”= {xla<x<b}, 
some or all elements of a, b can be -co or co, respectively. In such cases 
that a, b are previously given, notation X”(a, b) is used. 
E,(a) means an s-neighbourhood of a such that 
E,(u)= {xl JIX-UII <E}. 
the dimension of x is assumed to follow those of ~1. This means if a E R” 
then E,(u) is an open region in R”. 
For a function f: X” -+ R”, the set Q; (27) is defined by 
Qf(Xn)= {XlXEX”,f(X)>O}. 
Q,?(P) is the closure of Q,?(P). Q,:(Y) is defined likewise. When the 
domain is clear from the context, notation (Xn) is removed. 
A functionf: x” -+ R” is called monotonically increasing or decreasing if 
for any x1, x2 belonging to x” and satisfying x1 6 x2, f satisfies f(x’) 6 
.j(x2) orf(x’) >f(x’), respectively. If these inequalities are satisfied without 
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an equality sign anywhere then ,f is called strictly monotonically increasing 
or decreasing. 
The function f: x” -+ R” is called off-diagonally decreasing if every jth 
element off satisfies &(x1) <fJx’) for arbitrary x’, x2 belonging to x” and 
satisfying x’ 2 x2, x,’ = XT. The set of off-diagonally decreasing functions in 
x” is denoted by D”(r). The definition of diagonally increasing functions 
or off-diagonally strictly increasing functions follow from the above 
definition. 
The function f: X” --f R” is called inverse increasing if every inequality 
~ox~<~(x2) implies the inequality x1 <x2 provided both x1, x2 belong 
A continuous function f: x” -+ R “I is called sectionally smooth if every 
element fj(x) off is piecewise partially differentiable for every element of x. 
H”(X”; Y) means a set of continuous functions f: x” @ P -+ R” such 
that f(x; y) is off-diagonally decreasing for x E X” and monotonically 
decreasing for y E P. H”(R”; R”) is written as H”(n). For a function 
f(x; y) E H”(X”; X”), p,,(x) implies a function defined as 
P,(X) =fb; xl. (2) 
3. DEFINITION AND SEVERAL PROPERTIES OF M-FUNCTIONS 
The concept of M-functions was first introduced by Ortega in 1969 [lo]. 
The following is the definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A continuous function f: Y + R” is called an M- 
function if it is off-diagonally decreasing and inverse increasing. 
Several interesting results can be found in the above literature and also 
in the work by Nikaido [S], although he did not use the terminology of 
M-function. The following properties of M-functions in this section are 
important in the subsequent discussions. The proofs are in Appendices. The 
set of M-functions with domain P is denoted by 9JI(Xfl). 
LEMMA 1 (Ortega and Rheinboldt [lo]). The mapping defined by 
f e YJI(Rn) is one-to-one. 
LEMMA 2 (Ortega and Rheinboldt [lo]). f E%N(X”) is strictly 
diagonally increasing. 
From the definition and also from the above properties it is easily 
derived that all elements of an M-function are monotone functions of every 
variable and therefore the following lemma is obtained. 
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LEMMA 3. feW(X’) is sectionally smooth in X’. 
Let 2”’ be a rectangular region and let f E W(Y). Decomposing x into 
x=(x (I), x”)), we naturally obtain the corresponding decomposition of 
f = (f(l), f (2)), where f(j) is monotone decreasing for xc’), i# j. 
Corresponding also to this decomposition of x, rectangular egion Xci) can 
be defined as follows. 
$1) = {x(i) 1 a(;) < x(i) < b(i)}, 
For a function f: x” -+ R” the set sZ,&,,,.,,, (i # j) is defined by 
!q,J,, = {XC’) 1(XC’), c(j)) E Y, f (i)(x(i), c(j)) > 0) 
For a function f E P(Y), the following lemma is obtained. 
LEMMA 4. Let X” be a rectangular egion and let f E D”(P). Then for 
any c (2), dC2) EXC’) satisfying cC2) < d”‘, 
szf:11,.,2,q:1,& Q/(1,,,2, = ~,,~,2,, 
provided Q.&J,,, Qf(l,,.(~, are not null. 
The following result is proved by More and Rheinboldt [7] but our 
proof is more simple than their proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let X’ be a rectangular egion. Iff satisfies the following two 
conditions then for any x E A’” and any E > 0 there exists x - and x+ in E,(x) 
and satisfy, 
x- <x<x+, 
f(x-)<f(x)<f(x+): 
6) f Em(p). 
(ii) For every decomposition of x = (x”‘, x”‘) and for every constant 
d(‘) E XC2), f (‘)(x(I), dC2’) Em(x”‘). 
Remark. Condition (ii) in the Lemma 5 can be removed. See More and 
Rheinboldt [7]. 
The following lemma is a generalization of the theorem by Gale and 
Nikaido (Nikaido [ 8, Appendix] ) 
LEMMA 6. Let A”’ be a rectangular region and f satisfies Lipschitz 
condition in A”‘. Then f ~rp2(X”) if and only iff satisfies all of the following 
conditions: 
409’114. I-17 
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zn x (i) the J 
uco I matrix (#/ax) is an M-matrix almost everywhere 
17’ . n 9 
(ii) for any decomposition x = (x”), xt2’), X”‘E X”‘, and ,for any 
constant vector c ‘2)~ X’2’, the Jacobi matrix (8f “‘(x”‘, c’~‘)/~?c”‘) is an 
M-matrix almost everywhere in X”‘, 
(iii) for any suhvector space X(l), including X” itself, there exists no 
strictly increasing curve x”‘(s) or a part of a curve, along which f” ’ is d$ 
ferentiable and the Jacobi matrix (Zf”‘/ax”‘) has a zero eigenvalue. 
LEMMA 6’. Let X” be a rectangular region and an ojf-diagonally decreas- 
ing function f be a Lipschitzian in X”. Then f E !JJI(X’) if and only if there 
exist x-, x+, for any x E X” and.for any positive constant E E R’, and satisfy 
X -, x+ EE,(x)cY, 
DEFINITION 2. Let f E %N(R”) with SzT # 4 (“7 # 4). If for any x E R” 
there exists X+ E s2; (x- E R,- ) and satisfies x < x+(x > x ), then Q; 
(QF) is called unbounded from above (below). 
DEFINITION 3. C2,? is called bounded from above for x”‘, where x = 
(x”‘, x”‘), if there exists a constant vector a”’ which satisfies, 
(i) for any x E R”, there exists x’ such that x’ > x, x’ E Q,?, provided 
that x”’ satisfies x”) < a(‘), 
(ii) there exists no point x in Q,+ such that ~(“>a”‘. 
The point a”) satisfying the above conditions is called a limiting point of 
Q:. The set of limiting points of 527 is denoted by Q(QF). 
Because an M-function is nonnegatively invertible, Sz; is not bounded 
from above for x itself. In fact if there exists a limiting point c E R” of Sz;, 
then c must satisfy f (c) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. Let f E !JJI(R”) and assume there exists a zero point c, f(c) = 0. 
Assume QT is bounded from above ,for x”‘. Then f “‘(x”‘, ~2’~‘) has a zero 
point x(~‘*(u’*‘) for every constant a”’ satisfying a(‘)> c”‘, where c = 
(c “I, cC2’), and every zero point ~(“*(a(~‘) satisfies ~(“*(a’~‘) < !i?(Q;). 
Furthermore, for every constant vector a”’ satisfying u’~’ >, c(“, 2(S2: ) c 
fijh,,W 
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4. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES WITH 
OFF-DIAGONALLY MONOTONE RIGHT-HAND SIDES 
The main object of this section is to study the global stability of differen- 
tial equation, 
i(t) = 4(x(t)), (3) 
or delayed differential equation, 
i;-(t) = -j-(x(t); x(f - z(t))), (4) 
where h, f are continuous functions, h E D”(Y), f~ H”(X”; A”‘), and both 
satisfy, 
h(O) =f(O; 0) = 0. 
It is also assumed throughout this section that nonlinear functions of dif- 
ferential equations or differential inequalities satisfy Lipschitz condition. In 
(4), r(t) is a piecewise continuous function of t E R’ and all elements of 
which satisfy, 
O 6 Tj([) 6 TO (j= l,..., n), 
and the notation x(t - r(t)) means a vector 
x(t-r(t))=(x,(t-T,(l)) )..., X,(2--Jr)))‘. 
First, the basic results of the previous paper are briefly reviewed. To con- 
sider the global stability of the equilibrium point of (3) or (4) the following 
inequalities are important: 
k(f) ,< --f(w(t); G(f)), (5) 
3(f) = -fMO; .J%t)), (6) 
4t) 3 -.Mu(t); i4t)), (7) 
i(t) = -f(z( t); Z(t)), (8) 
where W(t), ii(t) denote vectors defined for w(t), u(t), respectively, such that 
their components are given by 
“j(t) = SUP wj(0), (9) 
I--rrjCH<I 
ii,(t) = inf uj(e). (10) I -~ q< 0 < , 
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For these equations and inequalities (5)-(8), the following theorems 
have been proved. 
THEOREM 1 (Tokumaru, Adachi, and Amemiya [ 121). Let ,f’~ H”(n) 
and initial curves satisfy for -Q d 8 < 0 the inequalities, 
w) G Y(e), 
z(e) G u(e). 
(11) 
(12) 
Then the solutions of (5)-(8) starting from these initial curves satisfy ,for 
t 2 0, 
44 w(e)) d .Y(f, Y(R), 
44 z(e)) 6 ~0, 4e)). 
(13) 
(14) 
The sign < of (1 I)-( 14) can be replaced by < all at the same time. 
Domain of this theorem may be restricted to the rectangular region Y, 
provided the initial curves are contained in x”. In this case inequalities 
(13), (14) hold until1 some of these solutions leave from X”. 
THEOREM 2 (Amemiya [ 1 ] ). Let x” be a rectangular egion 0 E A’“. Lf 
P~(x)=~(x;x), definedfrom f sf (5)-@), is an M-function satisfying the 
following conditions (i), (ii), then the solutions of (6), (8) starting from initial 
curves in X’ converge to the equilibrium point x = 0 us t tends to infinity: 
(i) For any x E x”, there exist points x- E sZP; (Xn), x+ E Szj’j (Xn) and 
satisfy x- <x<x+. 
(ii) f is differentiable to sufjkient order in x” 0 X’. 
Because f of (4) is a function of H”(X”; Xn), the solutions of (4) satisfy 
the inequalities, 
-f(x(t);a(t))a(t)< -f(x(t);x(t)), (15) 
whatever z(t) may be. Therefore, we may say that Theorems 1 and 2 give 
the conditions for the delay-independent stability of (4). The following 
proposition is clear from the above discussions. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The equilibrium point x = 0 of (4) is globally 
asymptotically stable in x” iff satisfies the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Note. Globally asymptotically stable means every solution of (4) 
starting from arbitrary initial curves in x” converges asymptotically to the 
equilibrium point as t + co, and arbitrary initial curves means they can be 
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chosen arbitrarily provided that solutions of differential equalitions from 
these initial curves exist. 
In the following removing the restrictions of Theorem 2 is considered. 
In the previous paper the proof of the theorem was given on the basis of 
the following two properties: 
(pl) For any initial curve y(8), a strictly decreasing curve y + (0) and 
a strictly increasing curve y ~ (0) can be found in G?& , Q”p, , respectively, and 
they satisfy, for - z0 d 6 6 0, 
Y-l@ 6 Y(@ 6 y’(O). (16) 
(~2) Solutions of (6) starting from strictly decreasing initial curves in 
Q&, or strictly increasing curves in QP;, do not leave sZ$, s2; , respectively, 
and converge monotonically to the equilibrium point as t tends to infinity. 
Fact (~2) does not mean s2; is an invariant set of (6). On the other 
hand the following proposition is obtained. 
LEMMA 8. Let h E D”(R”). Then the set Sz;, l2; are invariant sets of (3). 
As is easily understood condition (i) of Theorem 2 is needed only to 
make sure the existence of y - (0), y + (0) satisfying (pl ) for any initial curve. 
Therefore, in case of having bounded sets QG, sZP; for some subvectors, the 
existence of such y-(0), y + (0) cannot be proved for some initial curves. 
This is the first problem to be solved to develop Theorem 2. 
Condition (ii) of Theorem 2 was used to prove (~2). The second problem 
is to remove this differentiability requirement. This is to be proved in 
Lemma 11. Until then we will just assume that (~2) is satisfied without 
further requirement han the existence of solutions. In this case there exists 
no doubt a rectangular region containing x = 0, although it may be 
bounded for some variables, where (pl) can be proved for any initial curve 
in this region and therefore global stability of x = 0 can be proved. For the 
sake of simplisity this rectangular region is assumed not to be bounded 
from below, which means existence of y-(8) satisfying the first half of (16) 
is assumed for every initial curve, equivalently Q; is assumed to be 
unbounded from below. 
Let assume BG(R”) be bounded from above for x(l). Then decomposing 
x into (x (l), xc2’) we obtain, 
i(‘)(t) = -f(‘)(x(‘)(t), x(2)(t); .9’(t), $2’(t)), (17) 
.s2’(t) = -f ‘yX”‘(t), x’?‘(t); P’(t), .P’(t)), (18) 
in place of (6), using variable x in stead of y. 
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The solutions starting from initial curves satisfying X”‘(t) < e(QG ) have 
already been proved to converge to the equilibrium point. The case such 
that initial curves satisfy X”‘(0) k r”’ for some Y(I) E f!(QG ) is only con- 
sidered hereafter. It is clear that even for this case if there exists a finite t, 
at which x(‘)(t,) < f!(Qg ), then x(t) can be proved to converge to x = 0 as t 
tends to infinity. 
For constant cc2) large enough compareing to X’2’(O), x”‘(t) satisfies 
P’(t) d -f”‘(x’“(t), c’2’; x’“(t), C’Z’), (19) 
as long as xc2’(t) satisfies Xc2’( t) 6 ct2). 
Now consider the differential equation, 
t;“‘(t) = -f’l’(v’l’(t), c’2’; p’(t), c(2)). (20) 
Clearly the solutions of (19) and (20) starting from the same initial curves 
satisfy for t 2 0 the inequality, 
x(‘)(t) 6 v(‘)(t), (21) 
provided that x”‘(t) satisfies Xc2’(t) 6 cc2’ in this time interval. By 
Lemma 7, f(‘)(x(“, c’*‘; x ‘I), c’2’)= py’(x”), c’*‘) has a zero point 
x(~)*(c(~)), satisying x (‘)*(c(‘)) < !S(QG). Therefore if the following two 
points can be proved true, the global asymptotic stability of (6) is proved. 
(I) The equilibrium point x(‘)*(c(~)) of (20) is globally 
asymptotically stable. 
(II) Constant vector cc2) can be chosen large enough so that i”‘(t) 
come to the region x(l) 
.p(O) < c(2). 
< !iZ(Q&) before xc2)(t) breaks the initial relation 
Here the following lemma can be proved. 
LEMMA 9. Let ~Ax)EYJI(R”). A ssume for a certain subvector x’~‘, Q~~$,,,Jz, 
is not null for every xt2’ E Rn2 and Q + f,ljX,2j converges to some open region 
Qf:,,m c Rn2 as xC2) + co. Then f(‘)(x(‘), xc”) converges to a continuous 
function f”‘(xC1’, 00) in a,$,,, (see the Appendix). 
On the function f”‘(x”), cc) we introduce 
ASSUMPTION 1. If there exists a finite function f (“(x”‘, co) satisfying 
Lemma 9, then f ‘1’(x’1’, co) is continuous not only in a?,,, but in all 
of R”‘. 
Note. Whether it is necessary to assume the continuity off (“(XC”, 03) 
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in the entire R”’ space for the present problem needs further discussions. 
However, we put off the problem further. 
Lemma 6 indicates that f”)(x”‘, x’*)) E 9JI(Rn’), where x”’ E R”‘, for 
every x ‘*)< cc although this does not meanf”‘(x”‘, co) EYJI(R”‘). 
The easiest way to overcome the problems (I), (II) is to assume the 
existence of a function q’l’o(x”), x’*)) E H”‘(n,), satisfying py(l~ E YJI(R”‘), 
and 
pj! )(,“‘, x(2’) 6 pym(x”‘) (22) 
for whatever x’*) E Rn2. This py~~w(x(“) is also assumed to have a zero point 
a*‘< !G(QG). In this case the stability problem of (6) is reduced to the 
same kind problem of lower dimension. Continuously making the same 
assumption of lower dimension whenever there arises from-above-bounded 
set sZ$.. I, the problem can be finally reduced to that of 2nd order, which is 
easily proved on the same assumption. These were the methods used by 
Ohta [9], although in his latter work he employed the form of functional 
differential equation, which is a more general form than that in this report. 
However, his conditions are fairly complicated and difficult to under- 
stand and some of his conditions can be derived from the properties of M- 
functions. The following lemma for n = 2 reveals the basic ideas for the 
more general results given in Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 10. Let n = 2 and pr~YJI(R2), p,(O) = 0. Then the equilibrium 
point of (6) is globally asymptotically stable (see the Appendix). 
To generalize Lemma 10 to higher-order systems, the following lemma is 
fundamental: 
LEMMA 11. Zf pfe %N(R”), then the solutions of (6), starting from strictly 
decreasing initial curves, decrease monotonically to the equilibrium point 
without leaving from G?G as t tends to infinity (see the Appendix). 
To study the case that py)(x(‘), co) is no more an M-function we must 
make more detailed preliminary studies on the off-diagonally monotone 
dynamical systems, which is beyond the present article. We should content 
ourselves with the following theorem at this stage, which is still stronger 
than those of Ohta’s. 
THEOREM 3. Let us assume p,+ 9X(R”) and also assume for every 
decomposition x = (x”‘, x”‘), pJl)(x’l), co), pJ’)(x(‘), - co) satisfy 
#‘(x”‘, co) EYJI(R”‘), py)(x”), - cc ) E m( R”‘), respectively 
or py)(x(‘), - ) 
if py)(x(‘) CC ) 
are finite for finite x”) in a certain region df R"'. Then the 
equilibrium point x= 0 is globally asymptotically stable (see the Appen- 
dix). 
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5. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF NONLINEARLY INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS 
The interconnected system C studied in this section is supposed to con- 
sist of m subsystems S, ,..., S, mutually interconnected through their inputs 
and outputs. Each subsystem S, (i = I,..., m) has input uie Rrt and output 
yie R”l. Input ui is given by a nonlinear function qi of outputs of other sub- 
systems. Between subsystems there supposed to exists varying delays. Thus 
ui can be described as 
u’(f)=q’(y’(t-t,(t))ll.:,“(t-ti,(t))), 
q’(0) = 0 (i = I,..., m), (23) 
where /i\ denotes that this function does not contain the variable y”s and 
q”s are all supposed to satisfy the Lipschitz condition. Time-varying delays 
r&t) are all bounded and sectionally continuous scalar functions such that, 
0 < z,(t) < To (i, j= l,..., m); (24) 
y’ is removed from the definition of the input from the stand point that the 
feedback loop of a subsystem is considered to be a part of the subsystem, 
although removing it or not makes no difference in the mathematical treat- 
ment in the following. 
As for dynamical properties of subsystems, we introduced the concept of 
comparison systems as in the previous paper, instead of describing them by 
means of differential equations. The following definition is introduced: 
DEFINITION 4. A function c: R” -+ R”‘+ (m 2 1) is called a positive 
definite vector function if it satisfies the following conditions, where y E R”, 
y#O, a~ R+, a,, a2E R’: 
(1) c(y)>0 for all PER” and i(y)=0 only for y=O. 
(2) i(Y' + Y2) G UY') + i(Y2). 
(3) i(a,y) 2 1(~2~), i(w) $: Ua2yY), for aI > a2 > 0. 
If c satisfies the following condition furthermore then i is called redially 
unbounded. 
(4) For any constant be R”+ there exist UE R+, y E R” such that 
c(ay) does not satisfy [(ay) ,< b. 
DEFINITION 5. A system S, with input e’(t) E RP1’ and output u’(t) E 
R”’ is called the comparison system of subsystem Si, if it satisfies these 
conditions: 
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(1) There exists a continuous function g” E H”l( R”l; R”l@ Rpt), 
g”(0; 0) = 0, such that input ei and output u’ satisfy, for t > 0, 
l?(t) = -g”(d( t): i?(t), e’(t)). (25) 
(2) There exist positive definite radially unbounded functions 
gi: R”, ~ RV, f , ,j’: R’, ~ RPt+ and there can be found a proper initial curve 
v’(0) such that for any I, the solution u’(t) of (25), starting from u’(Q), 
satisfies 
u’(t) > 5^‘(y’(t)) for O<t<t,, (26) 
provided the input e’(t) satisfies for 0 6 t < t, , 
e’(t) b fj’(u’(t)), (27) 
(3) Every element @‘, $, [; of g”‘, d’ and c’, respectively, satisfy 
gF(a’; b’, cil) #gF(u’; b’, c”), $(ci’) # $(ci2), [Jd’) # Qci2) for any ui, 6’ if 
cil # ci2. 
The following assumptions are the substitution of the dynamical descrip- 
tion of subsystems. 
ASSUMPTION 2. For every subsystem S’ of C, comparison system S, 
can be construced. 
ASSUMPTION 3. For the nonlinear function qi of (23) there exists a con- 
tinuous monotonically increasing function q”: Rvog + i?“, and satisfies the 
following inequality, 
where vO, = Ck + i vk. 
Now define the input to the comparison system by 
e’(t) = q”(o’(t)ll.: -m u (t)) (i=l,...,m) 
Substituting (29) into (25) we obtain, 
d’( 2) = -g”( ui( 1); i?(t), y”(i7’(t)ll: F(t))) 
(i = l,..., m). 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
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For the sake of simplicity we denote the above set of differential 
equations by the following differential equation, 
C(t)= -g’(v(t); C(l)), (31) 
where v = (II’,..., urn), g” = (g”,..., g*“‘). Clearly the above defined function g” 
is a function of III”~(R”~; P) satisfying g”(0; 0) = 0, where v0 = zli v,. 
The definition of the input to the comparison system by (29) indicates a 
construction of a smaller scale interconnected system C”, with S,. as its 
subsystem. This L’:” acts as a model of C. As for dynamical properties of 
subsytems of C, all informations we have are restricted to those on 
input-output relations of subsystems and therefore on the state of sub- 
systems we cannot estimate with comprete accuracy without further infor- 
mation. Here we introduce the following assumption: 
ASSUMPTION 3. All subsystems are observable in the sense of 
Willems [ 131. 
Then the following lemma is obtained: 
LEMMA 12. If the interconnected system model CC is glahally 
asymptotically stable then the original system x is glabally asymptotically 
stable. 
Proof Assume there exists time t, and At > 0 such that for 0 d t < t, 
every element of e’, i= l,..., m, satisfies the relation (27) and for (tl, 
t, + At] there exists some element which satisfies e;(t) < Q;(t). Then for 
t < t, , u(t) must satisfy the relation (26), and therefore there must exists 
some time interval [t,, t, + At’] such that v(t) keeps the same relation. By 
definition, for this interval [tl , t, + At’], 
e’(t) = q”‘(V’( t)II.Y V”( t)) 
3 qiC(fl( yl(t))ll: 5^m( y”(t))) 
2 f7”(4(Y)), 
which is a contradiction. 
By the presence of inequality (26) it is clear that if u(t) -+ 0 then y’(t) -+ 0 
for all i. 
The global asymptotic stability is now reduced to the equilibrium point 
v = 0 of (25). Applying Theorem 3 to this equation, we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Zf differential equation (31), constructed from Assumption 1 
and 2, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, then the interconnected system 
C is globally asymptotically stable. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In the previous paper, basic studies on the stability of nonlinearly inter- 
connected systems were made with the aid of M-functions. The conditions 
obtained there were applicable even to systems including time-varying 
delays between subsystems or subsystems themselves. 
Although basic conditions were given in that report, several difficulties 
have remained unconsidered because of simplifying and clarifying the 
problem and the method. Among these difficulties are the unboundedness 
of the sets sZ,$, sZp; and differentiability requirement. 
Large part of these restrictions were successfully removed in this report. 
The differentiability requirements were reduced to the requirement of being 
a Lipschitzian, and boundedness was replaced by the condition of being a 
complete M-function, which means pj”(x(“, a) is also an M-function, 
whenever pj”(x(“, 03) is a finite function of x(l). 
The introduction of nonlinear functions pj-“(x”‘, co) made clear where 
the problem is to develop the previous results. 
Though the present condition includes those of Ohta’s report in its basic 
form, it may still be considered to be restrictive. The case pj.“(x”‘, 03) is no 
more an M-function even in 04’ is remained unconsidered. And whether it 
is necessary to assume the continuity of pj.“(x”‘, co) in the whole space is 
also unsolved. These problem shall be considered in the following paper. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1: PROOF OF LEMMA 5 
Without loss of generality we may assume f(x) = 0. The proof is accom- 
plished inductively. For n = 1, f(x) is strictly monotonically increasing and 
the proof is clear. Assume the proof for n 6 k is completed. Let n = k + 1. 
Suppose that there exists an i satisfying 
fw(p, $2,) = 0, (Al 1 
fyp’, $2’) > 0, (AZ) 
for a certain decomposition of 1 and corresponding decomposition ofJ 
Since f is continuous, there exists a positive E’ E R’ such that for every 
$1) E &($“), 
fw(p”, $2)) > 0. (A31 
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For this a’, the existence of $I” E E,.(.?“‘) satisfying 
is assumed by induction assumption. This means ,2”‘* satisfies 
f($' Y, $2)) > 0. We may chose E” sufficiently small so that every point x in 
E&““‘, 2’2)) satisfies f(x) > 0. Therefore, there exists x0 which satisfies 
f(x”) > 0, x < x0, in E,(x) for any E > 0. 
Now assume e satisfies f(e) = 0. Decompose f so that n, + n, = k + 1, 
n2 = 1, then 
f”)(,“), e(2)) = 0, (A5) 
f ‘ye”), e(2)) = 0. (‘46) 
By assumption, for any positive EE R’, there exist x’r)r, x”)* in E,;(e”‘) 
satisfying x”)’ < e”’ < x”j2, and 
f “)(x”)l, e’2’) < 0, (A7) 
f”)(x”)*, ec2)) > 0. C-48) 
Since f is continuous, there exists a(2) > 0 such that for any e”)’ satisfying, 
e’2) < @’ < e’2) + cI’2), 
f “)(x”)1, ec2”) < 0, (A9) 
,f(l)(x”)‘, ec2)‘) > 0. (AlO) 
For this case, the existence of x’l” satisfying, x”” < x”” < x”j2, and 
f (yx’lY, p”) = 0, (All) 
has been proved (Ortega and Rheinboldt [lo]). 
By the property of the M-function, x”)’ must satisfy e”’ 6 x”)‘. If for this 
x’IY , e”“, and f”’ satisfy, 
f (2’(x’1)‘, x’2)‘) > 0, (A12) 
then the existence of a point X+ satisfying e6 (x”)‘, e’2)‘) < x+, f(x+) > 0 
have been proved in the first part of this proof. Iff”’ satisfies 
,f’yd’)‘, e(2)‘) < 0, 
then (x”)‘, e’2)‘) must satisfy (x(r)‘, e’2”) de, which is a contradiction. The 
existence of x- can be proved likewise. 
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APPENDIX 2: PROOFOF LEMMA 6 
The following theorem has already been presented by Gale and 
Nikaido [S]. 
THEOREM A. Let f be dtfferentiable in a region Y” c R”. Assume the 
Jacobi matrix of the mapping f: Y" -+ R” has nonpositive off-diagonal 
elements in the region Y”. Then: 
(i) If the mapping f is univalent in an arbitrary open region Y”, and tf 
f - 1 is differentiable and monotone increasing, then the Jacobian matrix off 
is everywhere an M-matrix. 
(ii) If Y, is rectangular and the Jacobian matrix is everywhere an M- 
matrix in Y”, the mapping f is univalent and f is inverse increasing. 
Proof of Necessity of Lemma 6. f is Lipschitzian, sectionally smooth, 
one-to-one, therefore for any decomposition and a constant a(*’ such that 
(x-“‘, aC2’) E X”, f and f ("(d", a(*‘) are totally differentiable almost 
everywhere in x” and X(“, respectively. Also the Jacobian matrices of them 
are nonsingular almost everywhere in their domain. 
Therefore, by the presence of Theorem A, we have only to prove con- 
dition (iii). Assume ,f(“(xC1’, aC2’) is constant along a strictly increasing 
curve from a certain point c (I’ Then there exists a constant vector d(” > 0 
such that, 
f (l’(c(l’ + d(“, a(2’) = f (l’(c(I’, a(9 (Al3) 
Since f (*’ is off-diagonally decreasing, 
f (2’(c(1’ + d”‘, a’2’) <f O’(c(“, aW). (A14) 
By the inverse increasing property of an M-function, these inequalities 
mean (c (l) + d(l), a(*)) < (c (‘I, aC2’), which is a contradiction. Decomposition 
f (I) can be chosen arbitrarily including f itself, which prove the necessity 
part of the lemma. 
Proof of Sufficiency of Lemma 6. Because off-diagonally monotone 
property is clear from the form of the Jacobian matrix, we have only to 
prove f is inverse increasing. The proof is carried out inductively along the 
similar way as that of Theorem A by Gale and Nikaido. 
For n = 1 the proof is clear. Assume for n <k the proof is successfully 
completed. Let n = k + 1. Suppose that there exist a and b such that, 
f(a) <f(b). (A15) 
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Case I. Suppose that, for a decomposition, a and b satisfy. 
a”’ < /,,“I a’2’ > b(2), 1 I (A16) 
where a = (a”), a(*)), b = (b(‘), bc2)); a(i), b(J) are not null vectors for j = 1, 2. 
Decomposing f accordingly the inequality (Al 5) becomes 
.f”‘(a”‘, ac2)) <,f”‘(b(‘), bc2’), (A17), 
,f(‘)(a(“, ,(2,)< f(z)(b(l), / ‘2’), (A1712 
Since f is off-diagonally decreasing, 
,f”‘(a”‘, a(2)) <,f(2)(/,‘l’, b’2’) 
<,f(‘)(a(“, b”‘) 
which implies a (2) 6 bc2’ by induction assumption. This contradicts (Al 6). 
Therefore, a and b satisfying the inequality (A16) must satisfy a < b or 
a > b. 
Case II. Suppose a > b. First, let f(a) <J’(b). Because f is differentiable 
almost everywhere in Y’, there must exists a point c’ wheref(x) is differen- 
tiable and satisfies 
.f(b) >f(c’), (Al81 
in the neighbourhood of a. At C’ the Jacobian matrix of,f is an M-matrix 
and there exists a positive vector u E R” and satisfies at x = c’, 
(iifldx) u > 0. (A19) 
Let c2 = c’ - E(U + a) for sufficiently small positive scalar E and sufficiently 
small vector u E R”, t’ > 0, then 
f(c2)=.f(c’-c(u+u)) 
=f(c’) -&(dfldX)(U +u) + O(E) <f(c’). 
E and u may be chosen small enough to satisfy b 6 c2 and also f(.~) is dif- 
ferentiable at c2. Then for this c2 a point c3 can be found which satisfies the 
same relation to c3 as c2 to c’, that means c3 satisfies, 
b d c3 < c2 < c’, (A201 
.f(c3) <f(c2) <.f(c’) <f(b). (A211 
These sequence can be continued infinitely until1 some elements of ck con- 
verge to those of b. Then we have a contradiction by the conclusion of 
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Case I. Therefore, the inequality f(a) <f(h) is satisfied only by a, b such 
that a < b. Second, let 
f(a) 6f(b)> (A2211 
but not 
f(a) <f(b). (A22L 
Assume that the following Proposition A is valid. We will prove it later. 
PROPOSITION A. Let a and b satisfy (A22), , (A22),. Iff(u) #f(b), then 
for any positive constant scalar .sk there exist points bk in E,,(b) satisfying 
b<bk. 
Then all bks satisfy f(u) <f(bk) and therefore a 6 bk. By chasing &k + 0 as 
k + co, we can find a sequence { bk} converging to b and all elements of 
which satisfy a < bk. This implies a < b. 
Now we prove Proposition A. By the assumption the inequalities (A22), , 
(A22), indicate there exists a certain decomposition such that, 
f'yu"', ,‘2’) =f”)(b”‘, /,‘I’ 12 (~24)~ 
,f’2’(a”‘, ,‘2)) < f 12)(/,(l), b(2)), WW, 
where both f”‘, f”’ are not null vectors. In this case, by the assumption of 
being proved for n d k and by Lemma 5, a point b”” satisfying b”) <b”” 
and 
f(l)@“‘, b’2’)<f”‘@““, b”‘) (A25) 
can be found in the arbitrary s-neighbourhood of 6”‘. If E is chosen suf- 
ficiently small, this b” )’ satisfies, 
f “‘(u” ), u’2)) <f(2)@“)‘, b’2’). (A261 
Then in the neighbourhood of (b ‘I)’ b’2’) a point b” can be found such that ,
b<(b (I)‘, b”‘) < b”, and 
f(a) <f(b”). w7) 
At this point we note that we have showed that the condition that 
f(u) <f(b) and f(u) #f(b), imply a ,< 6. 
Now assume a, b such that a # b satisfy 
f(a) =f(b). (A28) 
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Then by the condition of Case I, a and b satisfy a < b or a > b. Assume 
a < b. Let n, = 1 and write this equation as 
,f”‘(U”‘, a(2))=,f”)(b”), b’2’) 7 
f ‘2$+1), ,‘2’) +2)@“‘, b(2)) 
By the discussion in the proof of Lemma 5, there exists in the arbitrary 
neighbourhood of a, a point a’= (a”)‘, uc2)‘) such that u’~)<u”)‘, 
($2) < u’2Y, 
If for this a’, fc2) satisfies, 
then, by the above discussion b 6 a’. Since a’ > a can be chosen arbitrarily 
close to a, b <a’ implies b d a, which is a contradiction. Assume 
jyu’) < f’2’(b). 
Then j(u’) <f(u), which means a’ d a to a contradiction. All a”~ satisfying 
(A29) satisfy, 
f(a) =f(b) =.f(a’). 
By assumption such a’ must satisfy a < a’, and a’ can be chosen in an 
arbitrary neighbourhood of a. This means there exists a strictly increasing 
curve d(s) in x” along which f(x) is constant, which contradicts con- 
dition (iii). 
APPENDIX 3: PROOF OF LEMMA 6’ 
Necessity was already proved in Lemma 5. By the assumption of 
Lipschitzian, f is almost everywhere differentiable and the Jacobian matrix 
has nonpositive off-diagonal elements provided it exists. If it is not an M- 
matrix in a certain region where it exists, then there exists no vector u>O, 
UE R”, such that (&/ax) u > 0. Chose x+ =x + u sufficiently close to x; 
then 
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This implies (aflax)u> 0, u >O, which contradict to the assumption. 
Therefore, (@,78x) must be almost everywhere an M-matrix in x”. The con- 
dition of the present lemma promices the existence of points bk satisfying 
(A23) in an arbitrary s-neighbourhood of every point b. Applying the same 
argument as those in the proof of Lemma 6, we can complete the proof of 
sufficiency part of this lemma. 
APPENDIX 4: PROOF OF LEMMA 7 
Because c is a zero point, 
f(ycw, ,(2)) <f(')(p), c(2)) = 0. (A301 
Also by the assumption of being bounded from above, there exists a point 
x(l) such that x(l) < e(QT), 
f(l)(X(‘), a(*)) > 0. (A311 
These two inequalities imply the existence of a zero point ~(‘)*(a(*)) satisfy- 
ing c (‘) < ~(‘)*(a(*)) 6 x(l), and therefore x (‘)*(a’*‘) < qi2; ). 
Let E(‘)~>O, uC2jk > 0 be a sequence of vectors such that all elements of 
&(‘jk tend to zero and all elements of a(*jk tend to infinity as k -+ co. Let 
r(l) E !G(Q,? ). Then by the assumption that f is an M-function there exists a 
sequence xk = (x(‘)~, x(*jk) such that 
,a(‘) _ E(l)k < X(l)k < #I), #)k < X(2)k ? 
and all (x(‘jk, xC2jk) satisfy, 
f(U(XW, X(*)k) > 0. 
This implies T(‘)E &!&, where Q,$,, means, 
(~32) 
By Lemma 4 and the above results we obtain the proposition of the lemma. 
APPENDIX 5: PROOFOF LEMMA 8 
Let x(t) be a solution of (4) which satisfies 
x(t) E Q,f for O<t<t,, 
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and at t = t, some elements of x, for example x1, satisfies, 
iI( -h,(x,(t,), . . . . x,(t,))=O. (A33) 
We may assume without loss of generality that at t = t, , .?Jt) < 0 (j # 1). 
Let denote x(tl) by a. Since for t<:t, xj(t)>uj,j# 1, x,(t) satisfies 
i,(t) = -h,(x,(t), x2(t)>..., x (t)), 
> +(x,(t), Q2Y.Y a,). (A341 
Let define z,(t) by z,(t) =x,(t)--a,. Then the above inequality becomes, 
iI(f -h,(a, + z,(t), q,..., a,), 
3 -az,(t), 
where c1 is Lipschitz constant. 
(A351 
This inequality means zr(t) does not converge to zero in finite interval of 
time, which is a contradiction. Therefore, the solution which have been 
strictly decreasing keeps this tendency hereafter. This means the solution 
x(t) does not leave Q,+. Invariance property of Q; can be proved 
analogously. 
APPENDIX 6: PROOF OF LEMMA 9 
Sincef”‘(x”’ , ,@‘) is off-diagonally decreasing, 
O~f’l’(x”‘, cY3) <f’l)(x’l’, x’“) < Ki, 
for x(‘)ESZ:~, 
r i”l) 
and for x”) E Rn2. Therefore, .f(‘)(~(‘), cc ) is bounded. 
Becausef” (x , xc2’) E m( R”‘) and because Q + ,tlIx # 4, Q,:I,,w S~~~~,O~ are 
not null and satisfy, 
!252f(1,,,2, < x’1)*(x’2’) < Q,:I,&,. 
By Lemma 4 it is clear that s2j-iljZ # 4. 
Let E(‘)E R”’ be a constant vector 8”) > 0, and let a”‘~ nJ,,, . Define 
/+“(x”‘, x’9 /p(X’I’, -p) as 
/p’(x’l’, x’2’) =f’l’(X’l’ > X’2))-f”‘(X”‘, CO)+f$‘l) (A361 
p’(x’l’, x’2’) =J“l’ (x(1’, x ‘2’) -f”‘(X’l’, a) -$I’. (A371 
Then u(‘)~sZ+ ,,(I), > a”) E Qk(l,, . Choosing E”) sufficiently small, zero points 
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a(“(~(~‘), j”‘(x”‘) of h(“(x”‘, xC2’), k(“(x(“, xc*‘), respectively, satisfy for 
every sufficiently large x”’ the inequalities, 
Both of a(l’(xC2’), ~“‘(x”‘) increase monotonically as x’*’ + L%, and finally 
they satisfy, 
if fi”‘(cc) exists. 
This means there exists positive scalar 6 and E,(a”‘) such that every 
point x ‘I’ E E,(a”‘) satisfies, 
1) f “‘(X(l), co)-f”‘(U’l’, co)ll <E’, 
whether or not some elements of ~“‘(~0) may tend to infinity, where E’ 
means E’ = lJ.sJ/. 
APPENDIX 7: Proof of Lemma 10 
We have only to consider the case that QG is bounded from above for 
xi. As mentioned before we may assume without loss of generality that Qp; 
is unbounded from below. Let a, be the limiting point. In this case for 
x, > a, and for arbitrary x2, p&x,, x2) ~0. In fact if there exists a point 
c’=(~~,~~)suchthata,~c~,p,(c’)~O,thenforsuchcasc=(c,,c~)c,= 
c”, c2 > c;, pfz satisfies p,-Jc) >.O. On the other hand, by Definition 3, there 
exists x1 which satisfies x, <a, CC,, pfl(x,, c,)>O. Since pfl(xl, c2) is 
increasing for x1, qfl(c) > 0, and therefore pAc) > 0, which contradicts to 
the assumption that C2; is bounded from above for xl. It is also clear that 
p,Ja,, x2) tends to zero as x2 tends to infinity. 
As is shown by Lemma 9, pfl(x,, cc) is monotonically increasing for x, 
and pfl(x,, co)20 for x, >a,. Assume there exists a point 6,> a, such 
that p,-,(b,, co) = 0. Then for any E E R*+ there exists d2 E R+ such that for 
any x2 > d2, p,(b,, x2) <E because ~,-Jbi, x2) d 0 if h, 2 a,. By Lemma 5, 
there exists a- point e+ m the arbitrary neighbourhood of x = 0 which 
satisfies P,(e+ ) > 0. Let chose E as E =~,(e+ ). Then by the property of M- 
function we obtain (b,, x2) < et, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
qfl(x,, co)>0 for x1 >a, and the zero point of ~,,(x~, co) is smaller than 
a,. In this case the differential equation, 
i,(r)= -fi(x,(f)? 00; x,(t), 00) (A38) 
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has no equilibrium point in x, > a,, and every solution converges to the 
region x, <a, in finite time. Clearly there exists time t, such that 
Xl (t I ) < a,, which completes the proof. 
APPENDIX 8: PROOF OF LEMMA 11 
Let x(t) be a solution which have been strictly decreasing in s2,1: and at 
t = t,, x,(t,) = 0. We may assume without loss of generality that x,(t, ) < 0 
for j# 1. Let dt be a sufficiently small positive scalar, then x?,(t) > 0 or 
x,(t)<0 for t~(t,, t,+dt]. Assume I,(t)>0 in this interval, then 
i,(t) = -l-,(x,(t), x,(t),..., x,(t); i(t)) 
6 -fib,(t), X2(flL x,(t,); 3t,)) 
6 --f,(x,(t,),..., Xn(t,);X(~,))=O, (A39) 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, xi(t) 6 0 in this interval. 
Let (a, b)= (x(t,), ~(1~)). Because x(t) ~0, i(t) ~0, for t < t,, there 
exists t,, s’ E R”+, E=E R”+, such that to < t, (x( to), x( to)) = (a + E’, h + s2). 
Let zi(t) be defined by 
z,(f) = xl(t) - x,(t, 1, (A401 
for t < t,. Then we obtain, 
i,(t) = --f,(zl(t) + a,, x2(t),..., x,(t); X(t)) 
2 --f,(z,(t) + a,, a,,..., a,; b) 
2 -L=,(t), t-441 1 
where a is a Lipschitz constant. 
This inequality implies that z,(t) does not converge to zero in finite time, 
which contradicts to the assumption. Therefore, if x(t) < 0 and k(t) < 0 for 
t < t, then x(t) keeps this tendency hereafter. Furthermore, iff(x; y) > 0 for 
x $ y, then, 
Pr(X)=f(X;X)3f(x;Y)>o. 
This means x E QG and completes the proof. 
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APPENDIX 9: PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Before the proof of the theorem the following lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 13. Let f~ !lJl(R”), f(0) = 0. A ssume for every decomposition 
,y = (x”‘, ,yc2’), X(“E R”‘, the corresponding decomposition of f satkfies 
f(l)(xw, ~I)E%I(R”~), whenever f(‘)(x(‘), co) is finite ,fbr ,finite x(I). Let 
(x > (” (2’) be one of such decomposition andfurthermore there exists no other 
decomposition (~(‘~‘3 xc2)‘) which satisfies f (‘)‘(x(‘)‘, GO) E YJl(Rnl’) and x(I)’ 
contains x(‘) as it subvector. 
Then, if f(')(.d]), co) has a zero point a”’ satisfying 0 <a”’ < co, there 
exists xc2) < 00 and satisfies 
f Q)(a(‘), x(2)) > 0. (A42) 
Proof of Lemma 13. Denote the zero point off(i)(x(‘), xc’)) for constant 
xc2) by x(‘)*(x(~)) and that off (2)(x(1), xc2)) for constant x(l) by x(‘)*(x(‘)). 
Then by assumption, x(‘)*(O) = 0, x”‘*(O) = 0. Clearly both x(‘)*(x(~‘), 
x(*)*(x(‘)) are monotonically increasing for xc2), x(I), respectively. By 
assumption, x(l)*( co) = CI(‘) < co. Therefore, for every x(*) satisfying 
0 < xc2) < cc there exists unique x(‘)*(x(~)). 
On the behavior of x(~)*(x(‘)), there arises the following three cases as 
x(l) increases monotonically from 0 to a(‘). 
Case 1. x(~)*(x(‘)) converges to a certain finite point PC’). 
Case 2. All elements of x(‘)*(x(‘)) tend to infinity. 
Case 3. Some and not all elements of x(‘)*(x(‘)) tend to infinity and 
other elements to some certain constant values. 
Case 1 means f(l), fc2) satisfy for cl(‘), t((‘) that 
f (‘)(cP, CO) = 0, 
f Q)(&), P”‘) = 0. 
By Lemma 6’ there exists pc2)+ in the neighbourhood of /Y2) and satisfies 
f(2)(&), j3’2”) > 0, p+ >fic2). This is what this lemma wants to prove. 
In Case 2 there exists a point c((‘)‘< cl(‘) such that as x(‘) + c1(‘)‘, 
x(~)*(x(‘)) tends to infinity. Therefore, for E = (a(‘), .a”‘) E R”+, chosen close 
enough to zero, there exists dc2) such that for every xc2) > d’*‘, 
f(“(a(“, d(2)) <E(‘), 
f (2yau), x(2’) <f W(,U)‘, x(2)) < E(2). 
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On the other hand, in the arbitrary neighbourhood of 0 E R” there exists a 
point x+ such that, 
,f(x+)>o. 
Let chose E =f(x+), then the above two inequalities satisfy 
f(x+)>f(tP’, x(2)). (A43) 
Since f is inverse increasing, this inequality means 
x+ > (!x”‘, x(2’), 
which is a contradiction. 
There remains Case 3. Let decompose xc2) as xc2) = (x’~.‘), ,X(~.~)) and 
denote x(*)*(x(i)) as (x’*~*)*(x”‘), x(*.~)*(x(‘))). Assume as x”) --t a(‘) < cc 
all elements of x(2.2)* (x”‘) tend to infinity and x(~.~)*(x”)) tends to 
fl”.‘) < co. Decomposing ft2) correspondingly we obtain, 
f”)(d’), co) = 0, 
fW+p /j’2.1), Q) =o, 
f’2.2’(& p” I), Q) < 0. 
This means (f(‘)(x(i), x(2-11, co) f@‘)(x’l), x’~‘), co)) is a finite function of 
6 (l), x(‘-‘)) and by assumption an M-function of larger dimension than 
f (‘), containing f ('I as its subvector. The existence of such function con- 
tradicts to the initial assumption and this complete the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is to be accomplished inductively. For 
the case n = 2 it is proved in Lemma 10. Assume it has been proved for the 
system of lower dimension than n. As mentioned before we have only to 
consider the case with bounded set QG form above for x” i. As for Q,,, , 
since we can remove the restriction on it in the same way as we remove 
that on QPT, Q”p, is a ssumed unbounded from below. 
Following the discussion in Section 4, the stability problem of the con- 
sidered case can be reduced to problems (I), (II). 
As for problem (I), we can choose c(‘) = co, and by the induction 
assumption, the global asymptotic stability of the differential equation, 
i”‘(l) = -f “‘(x”‘(t), CO; i(t), CO), (A44) 
is satisfied. In our case, (I) does not cause much difficulty. 
Assume there exists no x(l)’ which containes x(‘) as its subvector and 
such that ~J’)‘(x(~~‘, cc ) is an M-function. Then by Lemma 13, the existence 
of xc2) < co satisfying, 
p;2’(a”‘, x(2) )>O, 
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can be proved, where cl(‘) is the zero point ofPJi)(x(‘), co). For this xc*), p$‘) 
satisfies, 
py$x(‘), x(2’) 2 0, 
because #)(cI(‘), cc) = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 6’, the existence of a point 
x+, satisfying x + > (a” ), xc*)) and p,(x’) > 0 can be proved. This indicates 
01(‘)< (sZ&) and thus problem (II) is solved. 
If there exists a decomposition x = (x(l)‘, xC2)‘) such that x(l)’ contains 
xc’) as its subvector and that pj’)‘(x”“, 00) is an M-function, then first con- 
sider the system 
i”)‘(t) = -f”“(Xyt), coo; P’(t), co), (A45) 
and afterwards reduce this system to (A44) by continuing the above 
process. 
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